
LMS 12ton Steel Van (D1828/9): 
There are two lengths of solebar supplied: for 16'6" & 17'6" wagons. This 
kit requires the  long solebars. When first built all wagons had (12mm) 
spoked wheels, but some ended up with 3 - hole wheels &  at least one 
had  a mixture). Bearings are also required.
 Remove parts from sprues with a sharp knife. Use solvent for assembly 
e.g. Liquid Poly or Polsol (Read & follow manufacturers' instructions). 
If using sprung 3-link couplings it is easier to fit them to the headstocks 
before construction.
 Hornby couplings can be 
fitted using the adaptor 
blocks. Fit bearings into back 
of "W" irons, then fit 
axleboxes onto  bearings,. 
You will find this easier if a 
small amount of solvent is put 
in the hole in the back of the axlebox first. Then  fit 'W' 
iron units to back of correct solebars. 
Thread buffer collars onto 
shanks (about 1/2 way along 
length) then push into buffer 
body on headstock.
Fit solebars to floor, with the 
back of the "W" iron unit 
against the floor studs, then add 
headstocks. Ensure components 
are square, and add the wheels.  
Fit brakegear on one side 
only with the side marked "F" 
facing inwards, and the crossbar between the brakegear & the 'V' 
hanger on the 
opposite side.

Use the  brakelever from  the body moulding for the side with the  
brakegear   & a lever from the  underframe  moulding for the other 
 side. Assemble the body round the floor and fit the roof. Arrows on
the back of the sides indicate the top edge.
Painting: LMS Body &  solebars   - LMS wagon grey, below  solebars
black. BR Body - BR freight grey, rest black. Lettering for both was
white - use transfers from the HMRS range.
  Also available: C80 LMS D1664 12t Wood-bodied Van 
1,000 of these vans were built during 1929-30 by 4 outside builders.
The model depicts the Gloucester type of van. The others had
varying styles of side door. Suitable nos. were 186000,186851, 
186852, 184358. References: LMS wagons Vol.1 (OPC); The LMS
Wagon (  David   & Charles); Pre-nationalisation Wagons on BR 
(Bradford  Barton  ); Model Railway Constructor p138 March 1985.
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